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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we use the notions of height and dual height to characterize 
classes of partial orderings on a finite set P. If R is a partial ordering on P, then 
the height h(R)(a) of an element a of P with respect to R is the length of a chain 
of maximal length in (P, R) which has a as its last element. The dual height 
&R)(a) with respect to a is defined dually. The height H(P, R) of (P, R) (or of 
R) is the length of a chain in (P, R) of maximal length. h(R)(a) and h(R)(a) are 
called the coordinates of a with respect to R. Examples of partial orderings on 
P which can be easily characterized by conditions on the coordinates are chains 
and antichains. We will consider three classes of partial orderings on P: 
(1) Full partial orderings, characterized by h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) * aRb. (Full 
partial orderings were introduced in [l]) 
(2) Fundamental partial orderings characterized by h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) and 
h(R)(a) > &R)(b) * aRb 
(3) Semifull partial orderings characterized by h(R)(u) + h(R)(b) > H(P, R) - 
*a#b and aRb. 
Clearly, full implies fundamental and fundamental implies semifull. If R is 
a partial ordering on P, then we define [R] as the set of partial orderings R, 
on P such that for each a E: P, the coordinates of a with respect to R, are the 
same as the coordinates of a with respect to R. Obviously, the classes [R] 
establish an equivalence relation - on the set of partial orderings on P, by 
R, -R, if and only if R, E [RJ. The set of partial orderings on P is ordered by 
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inclusion. In section 2 we investigate the full partial orderings on P (also cf. 
[l]). Section 3 is devoted to fundamental partial orderings and to the structure 
of the classes [RI. It is shown that for each partial ordering R on P, the class 
[R] (ordered under inclusion) has a largest element Rf which is the only funda- 
mental partial ordering in [RI. Also, if R, c R, c R and R, E [RI, then R2 E [R] 
(theorem 3.6). In section 4 we prove as our main result that the classes [R] are 
completely determined by the set of coordinates of the elements of P with 
respect to R. In particular, fundamental partial orderings are uniquely deter- 
mined by the coordinates (theorem 4.2). Section 5 is devoted to semifull partial 
orderings. It is well known [2] that if R is a partial ordering on P, then R is 
the intersection of linear orderings on P. If P is finite, and R is partial ordering 
on P which is not linear and R, is a linear extension of R then always 
H(P, R) c H(P, R,) as can be easily seen (section 2). Therefore the question 
arises under what conditions R is the intersection of full partial orderings (note 
that linear partial orderings are always full) of the same height as R. We show 
this is the case if and only if R is semifull (theorem 5.2). It is also shown that 
for each partial ordering R on P the class [R] has a smallest semifull member 
RSf and if R&R, C_ R, then R is semifull (and of course RI E [RI)) (theorem 
5.6). 
It is well known that the category of finite partially ordered set and order 
preserving maps and the category of finite distributive lattices and homo- 
morphisms are dually equivalent. Using this dual equivalence, the results of this 
paper can be applied to obtain new results on the structure of finite distributive 
lattices. This will be done in a subsequent paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper P will always denote a fixed finite set and R, R,, R2 . . . 
will stand for partial orderings on P. The corresponding partially ordered sets 
(posets) will be denoted by (P, R), (P, R,), (P, Rz), . . . . The symbol Y(P) will be 
used to denote both the set of partial orderings on P and the poset (Y(P), r ). 
Y(P) is a meet-semilattice. If R,, R2 E Y(P) then the join R, + R, in .9(P) exists 
if and only if R, and R2 have an upper bound in 9’(P). If R, + R2 exists then 
it is the transitive closure of R, U R2. For a poset (P, R) and PI c P, the symbol 
R will also be used to denote the partial ordering on the set P, inherited by P, . 
(P, R) is a chain (and R is a linear ordering) if aRb or bRa for a, b E P and (P, R) 
is an antichain (and R is a discrete ordering) if not aRb and not bRa for a, b E P, 
a # 6. Note that R is linear if and only if R is maximal in flP) and R is discrete 
if and only if R is the smallest element of 9(P). If (P,R) is a chain then the 
length of (P, R) is IPI - 1. A chain in (P, R) is maximal if it is not properly 
contained in a chain in (P, R). If P,, P2, . . . . P,, are non void subsets of P-then 
(P, R) is the disjoint union of (PI, R), (P2, R), . . . , (P,, R) if P, U P2 U . . . P,, = P, 
Pi fl Pi = 0 for i # j, and a E Pi, b E Pj , i # j implies not aRb. We write (P, R) = 
= (P,, R) + (P2, R). . . + (P,, R). (P, R) is connected if (P, R) is not the disjoint 
union of more than one poset. A semi-ideal of (P, R) is a subset A of P such 
that aEA, beP, bRa*bEA. A semi-ideal A isprincipalif A= {s:sRa, SEP} 
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for some a E P. Semi-filters and principal semi-filters are defined dually. Recall 
that (P, R) is a tree if every principal semi-ideal of (P, R) is a chain and if (P, R) 
has a smallest element. (P,R) is a disjoint union of trees if and only if every 
principal semi-ideal of (P,R) is a chain. Dual trees are defined dually. The 
symbol tN will be used to denote both the set of non negative integers and the 
chain (lt4, I), where I is order by magnitude. With this convention in mind 
N ’ is a poset whose ordering will also be denoted by 5. Thus for fi, f2 E N ‘, 
f, sf2 if and only if fi(a) sf2(a) for all a E P. We define two functions 
h : Y(P)+ N ’ and fi: Y(P)--+ MP as follows. For R E Y(P), a E P, h(R)(a) is the 
length of a chain in (P, R) with a as its last element and of maximal length. 
fi is defined dually. The functions h(R) : P-, N and h(R) : P+ n\l are called the 
height and dual height functions of R, and for a E P, h(R)(a) and h(R)(a) are 
called the height and dual height of a with respect to R. If we deal with a fixed 
partial ordering R then we will simply talk about the height and dual height 
of a. It is easy to see that h and /? are order preserving, because if RI c R, and 
a E P, then h(R,)(a) 5 h(R*)(a) and dually. For a E P and R E Y(P), the pair 
((h(R)(a),g(R)(a)) will also be called the coordinates of a (with respect to R). 
The height H(P, R) of (P, R) is the length of a chain in (P, R) of maximal length. 
Note that if H(P, R) = n, then h(R)(a) + Ii(R)(a) 4 n for a E P. For 0 5 is n we 
define the subsets (P, R)(i) and (P, R)(i) of P by (P, R)(i) = {a: h(R)(a) = i} and 
(P, R)(i) = {a : fi(R)(i) = i} . Ob viously, (P(R)(i), R) and (P(R)(i),R) are anti- 
chains. The following lemmas will be useful. 
LEMMA 1.1. The following are equivalent: (i) (P, R) is a chain; (ii) h(R)(a) = 
= h(R)(b) * a = b for a, b E P; (iii) @R)(a) = l?(R)(b) * a = b for a, b E P. 
PROOF. (i)* (ii) trivial. (ii)*(i) Suppose there exist a, b E P such that not aRb 
and not bRa, thus in particular a# b. By hypothesis h(R)(a) # h(R)(b), say 
h(R)(a)< h(R)(b). Thus, there exists CE P, such that aft, h(R)(a) = h(R)(c) 
(and cRb). But then a = c. Contradiction. (i) e (iii). By a dual argument. 
LEMMA 1.2. The following are equivalent: (i) (P, R) is an antichain; (ii) 
h(R)(a) = 0 for all a E P; @R)(a) = 0 for all a E P. 
PROOF. Immediate. 
2.FULL POSETS 
We have seen in lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 that chains and antichains can be easily 
characterized by conditions on the coordinates of the elements. We will use this 
method to define a class of finite posets which contains both the chains and 
antichains. First, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. The following are equivalent: (i) (P, R) is an ordinal sum of anti- 
chains; (ii) h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) * aRb for a, b E P; (iii) h(R)(a) > h(R)(b) * aRb for 
a, bE P. Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied then h(R)(a)+&(R)(a)= 
= H(P, R) for a E P. 
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PROOF. (i) * (ii) trivial. (ii)*(i) (P, R)(i) is an antichain for 01 is n = H(P, I?). 
If a#& then aRbothere exist i,j, such that Osicjsn and ae(P,R)(i), 
b E (P, R)(j). Thus (P, R) is an ordinal sum of the (P, R)(i). (i) o (iii) by a dual 
argument. The “Moreover” part is immediate from (i). 
DEFINITION 2.2. (P,R) is fufl (or R is full) if the following equivalent con- 
ditions are satisfied: (i) (P, R) is an ordinal sum of antichains; (ii) h(R)(a)< 
< h(R)(b) * aRb for a, b E P; (iii) h(R)(a) > h(R)(b) * aRb for a, b E P. 
Full posets were introduced first in [l]. Note that if (P, R) is full then all 
maximal chains in (P, R) have the same length n =H(P, R) and h(R)(a) + 
+ h(R)(a) = n for a E P, but the converse is not true. Finite chains and antichains 
are trivial examples of full posets. We will be interested in partial orderings on 
P which contain a fixed partial ordering R. If R c R, then obviously h(R)5 
I h(R,), h(R) I h(R,) and H(P, R) 5 H(P, R,) but neither of these inequalitties 
need be an equality if (P,R,) is full as the following example shows. 
V’. RI V’,Rt) 
We first prove some lemmas on full posets. 
LEMMA 2.4. If (P, R) is full and not an antichain then (P, R) is connected. 
PROOF. Suppose (P, R) = (PI, R) + (Pz, R). Since (P, R) is not an antichain, we 
may assume that PI has 2 elements, a and b such that h(R)(a) # h(R)(b) and we 
may also assume that h(R)(a) = 0 and thus h(R)(b) > 0. Let c E P2 such that 
<h(R)(c) = 0 then c< b since R is full. Contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.5. If (P, R) is full and a disjoint union of trees, then (P, R) is either 
a tree or an antichain. 
PROOF. Immediate from lemma 2.4. 
We have seen above that if R G RI, R, full then we may have H(P, R) < 
<H(P, R,). This is, in fact, always the case if R is not linear and R, is linear. 
(Recall that every partial ordering is contained in a linear ordering [2]. 
Indeed, suppose P={ao,al,...,u,,} and aoRlal...R,un, then H(P,Rl)=n. If 
H(P, R) = n, then (P, R) must contain a chain of n + 1 elements. 1 PI = n + 1, thus 
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(P, R) is a chain. Contradiction. Note that if R G R,, RI full and H(P, R)< 
<H(P, R,) then h(R)ch(R,) since there exists an element QE P, such that 
h(R)(a) I H(P,R) < H(P,R,) = h(Rl)(a) and similarly fi(R)<fi(R,). On the 
other hand, we may have H(P, R) =H(P, R,) and h(R)< h(R,) as the following 
example shows. 
e 
(2.6) 
cl 1 l b 
(Pt RI 
a b 
RRI) 
We first introduce for a given partial ordering R on P, two partial orderings 
R* and R, which are both full and contain R (R * was introduced first in [l]) 
(2.7) For u,beP, u#b, uR,boh(R)(u)<h(R)(b), and uR,beh(R)(u)> 
> Ti(R)(W 
It is obvious that R* and i?, are partial orderings which both contain R. R* 
and i?, are also full which will be immediate from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.8. (i) h(R) = h(R*); (ii) 5((R) = fi((R,); (iii) if H(P, R) =n then 
n =H(P,R*)=H(P,R,), fi(R*)(u)=n- h(R)(u), h(R*)(u)=n -&R)(a) for 
UEP. 
PROOF. (i) Suppose h(R)(u) = m. If h(R,)(u) = k>m then there exists a chain 
in (P,R*) of length k:coR*cl . . . R &=a. But then h(R)(q,)<h(R)(c,)c . . . < 
<h(R)(ck) and thus h(R)(u) = h(R)(c,) rk>m. Contradiction. (ii) By a dual 
argument. (iii) That H(P, R*) =H(P,R*) = n is immediate from (i) and (ii). 
Again, for a, b E P, h(R,(u) <h(R,)(b) *(by i) and by definition of R,) 
UR ,b*(bylemma 2.1) h(R,)(u)+h(R.)(u)=n=, (by(i)) h(R)(u)+h(R,)(u)=n. 
The last part of (iii) follows from a similar argument. 
LEMMA 2.9. (i) (P, R,) and (P, R,) are full (ii) if (P, R) is full then R = R* = 
=R*. 
PROOF. (i) h(R *)(a) < h(R e)(b) * (by lemma 2.8 (i)) h(R)(u) < h(R)(b) *(by 
definition of R,) uR*b* R* is full. Similarly for R,. (ii) Immediate from 
definition 2.2 and 2.7. 
Note that if R* =R* then this need not imply that R is full as the following 
example shows. 
(2.10) 
V’, RI R,=I?e 
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Finally, in example (2.11) we have that R, #R,, h(R) # h(f?*) and h(R) f 
#fi(R,). Also note that RCR*flR*. 
G! 
d ?2 
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(RR) U’,R*) (P,R*) (P,R*f-M*) 
WOW f h(R *l(e) &W) f ti(R *)cf) 
In the next section we will be interested in the class of all partial orderings 
on P which have the same height and dual height functions as a given R. In this 
section we will first consider two larger classes C(R) and C(R), where 
C(R)={R,:h(R,)=h(R)} and ~(R)={R,:fi(R,)=fi(R)}. (The class C(R) was 
introduced in [ 11). In particular R * and R * are the largest elements of C(R) and 
C(R) respectively and R* and w, are the only full member of C(R) and C(R) 
respectively. Note that if R, E C(R), then C(R,) = C(R) and if R, E C(R), then 
C(R,) = C(R). 
The results stated in the following theorem were stated in [l], but we will 
prove this theorem in a somewhat different way for the sake of completeness. 
We will not explicitly state the similar results for C(R). 
THEOREM 2.12. [l] (i) R, is the largest element of C(R); (ii) if R c RI c R, then 
RI E C(R); (iii) if R, E C(R) and RI is full then RI = R*; (iv) R is minimal in 
C(R) if and only if (P, R) is a disjoint union of trees. 
PROOF. (i) By lemma 2.8, h(R) = h(R,) thus R * E C(R). Again, R, E C(R), 
aR1b,a#b~h(R,)(a)<h(R,)(b)~,(R)(a)<h(R)(b)~aR,b=,R1 CR,. (ii) RG 
L RI G R* *h(R) L h(R,) c h(R*)=h(R)*h(R)=h(R,)*R, E C(R). (iii) By (i) 
R,cR*. For a, b E P, a # b, aR *b * h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) * h(R,)(a) < h(R,) =j 
* aR, b * R * c R, . Thus R, = R *. (iv) First assume that (P, R) is not a disjoint 
union of trees. We show that R is not minimal in C(R). There exist a,b,cEP, 
a # b, a # c, bRa, cRa and neither bRc nor cRb. Note h(R)(a) > 0. Let h(R)(a) = 
=m>O, then there exists a chain C in (P,R) of length m, C=aoRa, . ..a.,,=a. 
Certainly not both b and c belong to C, say be C. Now bRa, does not hold 
since bRao and b#a,*h(R)(a,) = h(R)(a) L m + 1 > m. Let k be the largest 
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integer such that bRa, does not hold, then 0 5 kc m. Now bRak+ , and 
b*%+ 1 *h(R)(b) C h(R)(ak+ i) = k + 1 *h(R)(b) I k. Let C, be a chain in (P, R) 
of maximal length between b and ak + i . Ci = b = co Rc, . . . Cj = ak + 1, j > 0. Now 
h(R)(Cj- ~)<h(R)(Cj)=h(R)(ak+ ,)=k+ 1 *h(R)(Cj-1)s k. Aho Cj-l #ak since 
Cj-1 =ak*bRak. Also a k+i covers Cj-, in R. It is easy to see that if RI =RU 
U{(cj-i,ak+i)}, then R,E.Y(P), R,eC(R) and RICR. Hence R is not 
minimal in C(R). Next, we show that if R is not minimal in C(R), then (P, R) 
is not a disjoint union of trees, Suppose R, EC(R) and R, CR. There exist 
a, b E P, aRb and not aR, b. Now aRb and not aR, b * h(R)(a) < /z(R)(b) * (since 
R, E C(R))h(R,)(a)<h(R,)(b))* there exists a’E P, h(R,)(a’) =h(R,)(a), a’fa, 
a’R,b. Also a’R,b*a’Rb. It follows that the principal semi-ideal in (P, R) 
generated by b is not a chain. 
COROLLARY 2.13. )C(R)I = 1 e(P, R) is a tree which is full or (P, R) is an 
antichain. 
PROOF. *Immediate from theorem 2.12 and lemma 2.5. *By theorem 2.12, 
R is minimal in C(R) and R = R,. Again, by theorem 2.12, if R, E C(R), then 
R,cR*=R. Thus R1=R and it follows that IC(R)I=l. 
We have seen that C(R) is the set of all partial orderings on P which have 
the same height function as R and dually, t?(R) is the set of all partial orderings 
on P which have the same dual height function as R. R, and R, are the largest 
elements of C(R) and c(R) respectively and also the only full members of C(R) 
and c(R) respectively. In example 2.14 we present two partial orderings R and 
R,, such that RCR,, RI full, R,#R*, Rl#R* and H(P,R,)=H(P,R). Thus 
R1$C(R), R,$c(R), h(R,)#h(R), ti(R,)#h(R). Also note that RcR,fll?,. 
(2.14) 
8 
(P,d*) 
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We have seen that for a given partial ordering R on P we need not have 
R, = R,. We will now characterize those partial orderings R on P for which 
this is the case. Obviously, if R, =I* then the identity map on P is an (order) 
isomorphism between (P, R *) and (P, I?*). 
We will show that conversely, if (P, R,)s(P,R,) then R* =I?*. 
THEOREM 2.15. Suppose H(P, R)=n. The following are equivalent: (i) 
R * = i? *; (ii) (P, R *) = (P, R *); (iii) h(R)(u) + h(R)(a) = n for a E P; (iv) (P, is the 
union of chains of length n (that is, every element of P is contained in a chain 
of length n). 
PROOF. (i) * (ii) trivial. (ii)*(i) (P, R,) G (P, R,) implies [(P, R *)(i)l = 
= I(P,R*)(i)l for O- cisn. If aeP(R)(n), then there exists a chain of length n 
in (P,R):uoRu,Ru2...u,=u. But Rci?,, thus u,,~?*u,~*u~...u,. Hence 
h(R,)(u)Bn. But H(P,l?,) =rz, thus h@,)(u) = n and it follows that 
a E (P, r7 *)(n). But also a E (P, R *)(n). Therefore (P, R,)(n) c (P, 17 *)(n) an 
since I(P,R*)(n)l = I(P,Rdn)l, we have that (P, R *)(n) = (P, 8*)(n). Again, 
suppose a E (P, R)(n - l), then (since also u E (P,l?*)(n - 1)) it follows by a 
similar argument that h@*)(u) 2 n - 1. But h(R *)(a) = n * a E (P, R*)(n) = 
= (P, R*)(n). Contradiction. It follows that (P, R *)(n - 1) = (P, 17 *)(n - 1). 
Proceeding by induction we have (P, R *)(i) = (P, R*)(i) for 0 I i I n and we can 
conclude that R* =i?*. (i) * (iii) By lemma 2.8, n - h(R)(u) = h(R *)(a) = -- 
= h(R *)(a) = &R)(u). Thus h(R)(u) + h(R)(u) = n. (iii) * (i) For a, b E P, a # 6, 
UR *b ti h(R)(u) <h(R)(b) o /i(R)(u) > h(R)(b) e uj? *b. Hence R * = i?, . (iii) cs (iv) 
trivial. 
3.FUNDAMENTALPOSETS 
In Section 2 we have investigated the classes C(R) and C(R) for R E 9fP). 
Recall that C(R) is the class of all partial orderings on P which have the same 
height function as R and dually for C(R). In this section we will consider the 
class [R] of all partial orderings on P which have both the same height function 
and the same dual height function as R. Thus [R] = {R,:h(R,)=h(R) and 
fi(R,) = h(R)}. Obviously, [R] = C(R) n C(R). Just as in the case of C(R) and 
C(R) the class [R] has a largest element. Those largest elements will be called 
fundamental partial orderings and we will see that they are uniquely determined 
by the coordinates of the elements of P. Also note that if RI E [R] then 
W,l = WI. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (P, R) is fundamental (or R is fundamental) if h(R)(u)< 
< h(R)(b) and l?(R)(u) > h(R)(b) =) uRb. 
Obviously, if (P, R) is full then it is fundamental but the converse need not 
be true ((P,R) in example 2.6 is fundamental but not full). 
We first prove the following lemma (cf. lemma 2.4). 
LEMMA 3.2. If (P, R) = (PI, R) + (P2, R) and (P, R) is fundamental, then either 
(PI, R) or (P2, R) is an antichain or both are antichains. 
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PROOF. Suppose that neither (P,,R) not (&,R) is an antichain, then 
H(P,,R) =nz 1 and H(&,R) =mr 1. There exist REP, and by Pz such that 
h(R)(a) = n, @R)(a) = 0, h(R)(b) = 0 and @R)(b) = m. But then b< a. Contra- 
diction. 
We now introduce for a given partial ordering R on P a partial ordering R, 
which is fundamental and contains R. 
(3.3) For a, b P, a# b, aRfbo h(R)(a)< h(R)(b) and h(R)(a)>h(R)(b). Ob- 
viously, Rf = R * n R * and thus Rr is a partial ordering and R G Rf . It will be 
immediate from the next lemma that Rr is fundamental. 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) h(R) = h(Rf); (ii) h(R) = ?i(Rf); (iii) H(P, R) = H(P, Rf). 
PROOF. Since R G Rs G R * and R G Rr G R * the lemma follows immediately 
from lemma 2.8. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) (P, Rf) is fundamental; (ii) if (P, R) is fundamental then 
R=Rf. 
PROOF. Immediate from lemma 3.4. 
We have seen in theorem 2.12 that R is minimal in C(R) if and only if (P, R) 
is a disjoint union of trees and dually, R is minimal in C(R) if and only if (P, R) 
is a disjoint union of dual trees. Note that if R, E C(R), RI G R, RZc C(R), 
R2 G R, then R, + R, exists. Also, since h(R,)<h(R, + R2)sh(R) =h(R,), we 
have h(R, + R2)=h(R) and dually, h(R, + Rz)=h(R) and thus R, + R*E [RI. 
We now define the set M(R) as the set of all partial orderings R, + RZ, 
R, E C(R), R2 E C(R), R, and R, G R and where (P, R,) is a disjoint union of 
trees and (P, R2) a disjoint union of dual trees. 
THEOREM 3.6. (i) Rf is the largest element of [RI; (ii) if R c R, 4 Rf, then 
RI E [RI; (iii) if RI E [R] and R, is fundamental then R, = Rf; (iv) R is minimal 
in [R] *R is minimal in M(Rf). 
PROOF. (i) By lemma 3.4, Rf~ [RI. Again, R, E [RI, aRIb, a#b*h(R,)(a)< 
< h(R,)(b) * h(R)(a) c h(R)(b). Similarly &R)(a) > h(R)(b) and thus RI G Rf . 
(ii) R c RI G R,*h(R)~h(R,)sh(R~)=h(R)*lz(R,)=h(R). Similarly, li(R,)= 
= h(R) * RI E [RI. (iii) Since [R,] = [RI, it follows from lemma 3.5 and from (i) 
that Rlf= R, = Rf. (iv)* It suffices to show that REM. There exist 
R, E C(Rf) and R, E C(Rf), R, G R, R2 G R, R, minimal in C(Rf), R, minimal 
in C(Rf). Then R, + Rz EM and R, + R, G R c Rf. But R is minimal in [R] 
and thus R, + Rz = R. I Suppose R. C R, R. E [RI. There exist R,, R2 G R,, R, 
minimal in C(Rf), Rz minimal in C(Rf). Then R, + R, EM and R, + R2 G 
G R. c R. But R is minimal in M(R,). Thus R, + R2= Ro= R and thus R is 
minimal in [RI. 
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In Example 3.7 R is fundamental, RI and R[ are the minimal elements of 
C(R), and R2 and Ri are the minimal elements of C(R). M(R)= {R, + R2, 
RI + R$ Ri + R,, Ri + Ri). The minimal elements of M(R) and thus the mini- 
mal elements of [R] are RI + R2 and Ri + Ri. 
(3.7) 
e 
b 
o- 
\ 
8 
4 
<’ 
cc 
RI+& 
RI 
b 
4 
t? 6 
,’ 
R2 
Ri+R2 
I 
4 
d 
Ri+Ri 
In example 3.8, R is fundamental and minimal, R = RI + RZ, R, minimal in 
C(R), R2 minimal in C(R). [R]=M(R)={R}. 
(3.8) 
b 
P 
b 
R RI R2 
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In example (3.9) R is not fundamental ((a, f) and cf, d) are missing and R is not 
minimal in [R] ((e,c) can be deleted). 
c 
(3.9) % 
b s 
u. e 
The results obtained in this section suggest the introduction of an equivalence 
relation - on fiP) : RI - R2 if RI and R2 have the same height and the same 
dual height function. The equivalence classes are then exactly the classes [R] 
defined in this section. The properties of these equivalence classes are stated in 
theorem 3.6. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF PARTIAL ORDERINGS BY THE SET OF COORDINATES 
We have seen in section 3 that if R E Y(P) then every member of [R] has the 
same set of coordinates {(h(R)(a), @R)(a)) : a E P}. We should also note that 
two elements of P may have the same coordinates with respect to a partial 
ordering R. However it is easy to see that if a and b are two such elements then 
not aRb and not bRa. If any two elements a and b of P have distinct coor- 
dinates (thus either h(R)(a)#h(R)(b) or h(R)(a)#h(R)(b)), then we call R 
elementary and (P, R) an elementary poset. Example 4.1 depicts two partial 
orderings which are both elementary and which are distinct and such that 
the elements of P have the same coordinates with respect two both partial 
orderings. 
(4.1) 
RI R2 
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Note that if R is a partial ordering on P, then the set A of coordinates 
{ WW), fiUW4) :a E P} is a subset of M x n\l. Also, if n = max {h(R)(u) + 
+h(R)(a):u~P}, then n=H(P,R) and the set Ar={(i,j):i+j=n,(i,j)~ 
E N x IN} is a subset of A. The existence of such a set Ai GA conversely, 
guarantees the existence of a partial ordering R. Precisely, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A = {(a,, a*) : a E P} be a subset of lhl x n\l. Let n = max 
{a, + a, u E P}. There exists a partial ordering R on P such that for each a E P, 
aI and a2 are the coordinates of a with respect to R *there exists a subset A, 
of A such that A r = {(i, j) : i +j = n, (i, j) E R\l x IN}. Moreover, if A, exists then 
there is exactly one fundamental ordering R such that al and a2 are the 
coordinates of a with respect to R for each a E P. 
PROOF. * It is obvious that n = H(P, R). Let C be a chain in (P, R) of length 
n and let Al = {(a,, u2): UE C}. If UE C, then al + u2 = n. Conversely, if 
(i, j) E N x N such that i+j= n, then there exists UE C such that ai = i and 
u2=j. ThusA,={(i,j):i+j=n,(i,j)EfNxN}. 
= Define a partial ordering R on P by uRb +z+ aI c bl and a2 > b2. It is easy 
to see that R is indeed a partial ordering. We must show that h(R)(u) = al and 
&R)(u) = q for a E P. We first show that if u E P, h(R)(u) r aI and h(R)(uz) 1 
r ~2. By hypothesis, A, = ((0, n), (1, n - l), . . . , (n, O)}. There exist elements 
u” u’ ,...,a” in P such that ui=i and ui=n-i for Osisn and obviously 
u’Ru’R . . . Ru”. We first show that for UE P, h(R)(u)zul and fi(R)(u)ru2. We 
have the following cases: 
0 o”(a;=n,u;=O) 
aio=*“-a~+l 
b 
a = 0, 02 > 0) 
u’D@?p = 0, u2” = n) 
(1) a, =a2 =O. If be P, then not uRb and not bRu. Thus h(R)(u) = 
= h(R)(u) = 0. 
(2) ai = 0, a2 #O. If b E P, then not bRu since b, CO, thus h(R)(u) = 0. In order 
to show that li(R)(u)ru2, we construct a chain of length a2 with u as the last 
element. Now u2>0, thus lru25n. Thus Ocn-a,+ Len, OSU,- l<n and 
n-u2+ 1 +a~- 1 =n. Let io=n-u2+ 1, then up=n-a,+ 1 and ~$=a,- 1. 
Thus uRuioRui~+ ’ . ..Ru”. The length of this chain is n-ic+l=n--n+u2- 
- 1 + 1 = uz. Hence h(R)(u) 2 u2. 
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(3) al 20, a2=0. By a dual argument we find that h(R)(a)za, and 
6(l?)(a2) = 0. 
(4) at#O, a,#O. Let i,=at-1, i,=n-a2+l. Now airl, thus Osa,-Len, 
Oln-ai+lrn and a,-l+n-ai+l=n. Similarly, a2zl, thus Or 
sn-a,+lln, Ora,-15n and n-a2+1+a2-l=l. Also u1+a2~n. It 
follows that u’~<u<u’~ and thus ~‘<a’< . ..u’~<u<u~~... <u”. Hence 
h(R)(a) r i, + 1 = at and &i(R)(u) 1 n - i2 + 1 = a2. 
a” 
ai2,an-a2+l b a a4=aq-l a0 
Thus we have proven h(R)(a)zul and &(R)(u) zu2. We now show h(R)(u)< 
ra,.Letbo~b’R...bP=ubechainin(P,R).Thenb~<~~<...<bp=a,.Thus 
ps al and it follows that h(R)(u) I ui . Similarly, &R)(u) la,. We conclude 
h(R)(a) = al and &i(R)(u) = a2. We also note, that because of the definition of 
R, it is immediate that R is fundamental. The “Moreover” part follows from 
theorem 3.6. 
We close this section with an example of two partial orderings R and R, on 
P. The elements of P are indicated by their coordinates. The elements of P have 
the same coordinates with respect to R and R,, thus R, E [R] and R is funda- 
mental (R, c R). Also note that since R, E C(R) and RI E t?(R), R* = RI * and 
R, =R, * and R, is minimal in [RI. 
(4.3) 
V’> RI U’,R,) 
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5. SEMIFULL POSETS 
Recall that if R is a partial ordering on P then R is the intersection of linear 
orderings [ 1. But we have seen that if RI is such a linear ordering and R is not 
linear then H(P, R) <Ii(P, RI) (section 2). In this section we will consider those 
partial orderings R which are the intersection of full partial orderings RI such 
that H(P, R)=H(P, R,). Obviously if R is fundamental then R has this 
property, since R = R * fl I7 * . 
DEFINITION 5.1. (P,R) is semifull (or R is semifull) if R= fl{R1 :R, > R, RI 
full, H(P, R) = H(P, R,)}. 
THEOREM 5.2. If H(P, R) = n, then (P, R) is semifull o for a, b E P, &R)(a) + 
+ h(R)(b)>n implies a#b and aRb. 
PROOF. = Let Ro=fl{R,:R, full, R,rR, H(P,R,)=n}. Note that 
R G R. E R* and thus H(P, R) =H(P, Ro). Suppose RC Ro. Then there exist 
a, b E P, such that aRob and not aRb. But then not bRa, since bRa* bR,a. But 
also aRob and thus a = b implying aRb. Contradiction. Also, h(R)(a) # h(R)(b) 
since h(R)(a) = h(R)(b)*not uR,b*not aRob. We may assume that h(R)(a)< 
<h(R)(b). Thus we have: 
(1) not aRb, not bRa, h(R)(a) c h(R)(b) and aRob. 
Since not aRb, @R)(a) + h(R)(b) in and since h(R)(a) < /z(R)(b), h(R)(b) 11. 
Thus there exists bl E P, such that 
(2) h(R)(b,) = h(R)(b) - 1 and bl Rb. 
But h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) * h(R)(a) 5 h(R)(b,). Also not aRb, since aRb, and 
bl Rb* aRb. Contradiction. Again, not 6, Ra since bl Ra* h(R)(b,)< 
<h(R)(a) < h(R)(b) * h(R)(bl) < h(R)(b) - 2, contradicting (2). Thus 
(3) not aRbl, not bl Ra, h(R)(a) I h(R)(b,). 
By (3), there exists a smallest partial ordering RI such that R G RI and bl R,a 
(R, is the transitive closure of RU(b,,a)). We show that h(R,)(b)=h(R)(b). 
Let C be a chain in (P, R,) having b as its last element. If C does not contain 
a, then C is a chain in (P, R) and thus the length of C is I h(R)(b). Suppose 
C contains a as an element. Then uR,b. But because of the definition of RI, 
this would imply uRb. Contradiction. It follows that (since R G R,) 
(4) W,)(b) = WW). 
Next we show h(R,)(a) = h(R)(b,) + 1. Let C be a chain in (P, R,) having a as 
its last element. If C does not contain bl then the length of C is s/z(R)(a). It 
follows from (3) that the length of C is I h(R)(bl)sh(R)(b,) + 1. Suppose C 
contains b,. But by (3) not bl Ra and also bl R,a and thus 
C={c1,~2,...,ck,bl,a) 
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where cj RCj+ r for 11jl k- 1 and c,<b,. It follows that the length of C is 
I h(R)(b,) + 1. But there is a chain Cr in (P, R) with br as its last element and 
whose length is h(R)(b,) and thus there is a chain in RI with a as its last element 
and whose length is h(R)(b,) + 1. It follows that h(Rl)(a) = h(R)(bl) + 1. thus 
we have 
(5) W,)(a) = WW,) + 1= (by (2)) WWO = (by (4)) W,)(b). 
Since a#b and h(Rl)(a)=h(R,)(b), we have 
(6) not aR, *b. 
We now show that H(P, R,) = n. Suppose SEP. If not aRs, then h(R,)(s) = 
= h(R)(s) in. If s = a, then h(R,)(s) = h(Rl)(a) = (by (5)) h(R)(b) I n. Finally, 
suppose aRs and a#s. Let C be a chain in (P, R,) with s as its last element and 
let nl be the length of a chain in (P,R) of maximal length between a and s, 
then the length of C is ~nr + h(Rl)(a) = (by (5)) n, + h(R)(b,) + 1. But n, I 
I h(R)(a) thus the length of C is I &R)(a) + h(R)(bl) + 1 = h(R)(a) + h(R)(b) in 
and thus h(R,)(s) 5 n. It follows that f&P, R,) I n. But n = H(P, R) and R G R, , 
thus n (H(P, R,) and we conclude that H(P, R,) = n. But then H(P, R, *) = n. 
Also, R G RI G RI *, R, * full and thus R, G R, *. It follows from (6) that not 
aRob. Contradiction. This shows that R = R,. * Suppose there exist a, b E P 
and such that h(R)(a) + h(R)(b) > n and either a = b or not aRb. But h(R)(a) + 
+ h(R)(b) > n 1 h(R)(a) + h(R)(a) * h(R)(b) > h(R)(a) * a# b and thus not aRb. 
Let R, be a full partial ordering, R G R, and H(P, R) =H(P, R,). We will show 
aR, 6. R G R, * h(R)(a) I h(R,)(a) ct.pdA&)(b) I h(R,)(b). a is the last element 
of a chain in (P,R,) of length h(R,)(a). Also a is the first element in (P,R) of 
a chain of length h(R)(a). But R G R,, thus a is contained in a chain in (P, R,) 
of length h(R,)(a) + h(R)(a). But H(P, R,) = n, thus h(R,)(a) + h(R)(a) in * 
* h(R,)(a) - h(R)(a) I n - h(R)(a) - h(R)(a) < &R)(a) + h(R)(b) - t?(R)(a) - 
- h(R)(a) = h(R)(b) - h(R)(a) * h(R,)(a) < h(R)(b). But h(R)(b) I h(R,)(b) and it 
follows that h(R,)(a)<h(R,)(b) and thus aR,b. By hypothesis R is semifull 
and aR, b holds for each R, , RI full, R G R,, H(P, R) = H(P, R,) and it follows 
aRb. Contradiction. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
We note that if (P, R) is semifull and a, b E P, a # b and aRb then not neces- 
sarily /i(R)(a) + h(R)(b) > n. Indeed, in example 3.7, R is semifull and h(R)(d) + 
+ h(R)(e) = 1 + 1 = 2 =H(P, R). We have also already observed that if R is 
fundamental then R is semifull. The following is an example where R is semifull 
but not fundamental. Note that R is minimal in [RI. 
We have seen that for R E Y(P), the class R contains at least one semifull 
partial ordering Rf, but as example (5.3) shows, there may be other semifull 
partial orderings in [RI. We will show that [R] contains a smallest semifull 
partial ordering Ro. By theorem 3.6, if R. c R, G Rf then RI E [RI, but we will 
also show that R, is semifull. 
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(5.3) 
(R R) 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R be a partial ordering on P, H(P, R) =n. Define the 
partial ordering R,-, on P by aRobe h(R)(a) + h(R)(b)>n for a, b E P, a#b. 
Then (i) R. is the smallest semifull partial ordering in [RI; (ii) If R, 5 R, c Rf, 
then R, is semifull. 
PROOF. (i) It is easy to see that R, is a partial ordering. Also, Rot Rf. 
Indeed, for a, b E P, a# b, aRob* t?(R)(a) + h(R)(b) > n 2 L-(R)(a) + h(R)(a) * 
*h(R)(b) > h(R)(a). Similarly, h(R)(b) < Ii(R)(a) and thus aRfb. It follows 
from R. c Rf that h(R,) s h(Rf) = h(R) and g(R,,) I h(Rf) = h(R). We can prove 
that h(R,) 2 h(R) and h(R,) r i?(R). But the proof goes along the same line as 
the proof of the corresponding statement in theorem 4.2 and we will therefore 
omit it. It then follows that ROE [RI. Finally, suppose R, E [R] and R, semifull 
and a, bEP, a# b. Then aRob*li(R)(a)+h(R)(b)>n*aRlb. Thus Rot RI. (ii) 
By theorem 3.6, R, E [R] and h(R,)(a) + h(R,)(b) > n - Ti(Ro)(a) + h(R,)(b) > n * 
*a#b, aR,b*a#b, aR,b. 
We have seen that for R E .9fP), Rf is the smallest fundamental partial 
ordering containing R. We will now show that there also exists a smallest 
semifull partial ordering Rsf which contains R and which is a member of [RI. 
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We first define Rsf. 
(5.5) R,= f7{R,:Rl>R, R, full, H(P,R)=H(P,R,)}. 
THEOREM 5.6. (i) R, is semifull; (ii) Rsf is the smallest semifull partial 
ordering containg R; (iii) Rsf E [RI; (iv) R, = R + R,,. 
PROOF. (i) Immediate from the definition of semifull. (ii) trivial by definition 
of Rzf. (iii) Rsf c R* and i?*, thus Rsf c R, t%, = Rr. Apply theorem 3.6. (iv) 
Since R and R. c Rf, R + R. exists and by theorem (5.4)(ii) R + R. is semifull. 
But then R C_ R + R. 5; Rsf implies by (ii) that Rsf = R + R,. 
It is not difficult to show that part (iv) of theorem 5.6 can be strengthened. 
In fact, Rsf = R U R,, thus Rsf=R U{(u,b): h(R)(a)+h(R)(b)>n=H(P,R)}. It 
is therefore easy to construct Rsf for a given R. Simply draw in the diagram of 
R the lines from Q to b for which h(R)(a)+h(R)(b)>n. In example 5.7 this is 
done with the dotted lines. Note that R,, is not fundamental. 
(5.7) 
(P, N and (P, J&f) 
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